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Proposal
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For my senior project I want to create an video to music showing how humans 
are just a small part of nature. Live action will be the base of the music video with 
overlaying animations and composites. I want to use myself as the only person 
through out the video with inspiration taken from: Blink my brain’s Pepsi Black X Leah 
Dou commercial, and Jack U’s “Where Are U Now” music video.

Things I want to keep in mind:
What settings should I film in?
What should I be doing in the shots?
What actions, tones, movements, etc.

Why bring in idea of scale?
Small voice over?
The gaze of others of oneself doesn’t matter
What trying to communicate to audience?
What is this piece doing for me?



Inspirations
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http://player.vimeo.com/
video/312697222?h+0c8bff44aa

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=nntGTK2Fhb0&ab_
channel=Jack%C3%9C

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=MCRiUi28UpA&ab_channel=Flume

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=UCAp24HDUKY&ab_channel=GRiZ



Math Rock
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My song inspirations are mostly math rock examples with a guitar focus.

Math rock is a sub genre of indie rock and post- hardcore that has an emphasis 
on progressive-rock inspired guitar riffs and unconventional harmonies and time 
signatures. Some bands that create this style are instrumental only but are not limited 
to that. Math rock mostly started in the Midwest particularly in Chicago, Louisville 
and Minneapolis. The main characteristics that math rock holds are: ambitious 
songwriting, minimalist production, extended instrumental passages, and mixed 
meter.
https://www.masterclass.com/articles/math-rock-guide#want-to-learn-more-about-
music

Examples:
Fauna by Julian Brunde https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ur1WohwJ70E&ab_
channel=JulianBrunde
Espejos Dorados by tortuganonima https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=bcjhTglIGW4&ab_channel=Tortugan%C3%B3nima-Topic
Branching Paths by Nito and Mr. Chase https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=5wnebm4baZQ&ab_channel=IchikaNito



Song
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This audio is an original composition bought from the fiverr creator Khuraijam Sanjeet 
.
This song was inspired by these songs below:

Fauna by Julian Brunde https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ur1WohwJ70E&ab_
channel=JulianBrunde
Espejos Dorados by tortuganonima https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=bcjhTglIGW4&ab_channel=Tortugan%C3%B3nima-Topic
Branching Paths by Nito and Mr. Chase https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=5wnebm4baZQ&ab_channel=IchikaNito

With these songs and the theme of my video in mind Sanjeet created a lofi style 
math rock composition.



Script
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Everything that ever was,
was here on earth.
Everything that I know,
will be hre on Earth.
In comparisson to the universe stay humble, 
happy, and curious.
It’s not about your outfit of the day,
or what food you’re spending to much 
money on.
I’m just a speck in relation to the mountains 
and the sea. I’m just a speck so I’m going to 
love me for me.

Past, present, and future all in this universe.
Home, doesn’t matter,
because in the end we will all die as us and 
alone.
with the world so big around us still going on.
We may matter to people we surround 
ourselves with,
but the mountains still grow and shrink, and 
the ocean still ebs and flows with or without 
me. 

You should be fully yourself.
Life doesn’t have a right answer only your 
answer.
The trillions of cells that make up your body 
came together to form the one and only you 
of this universe.
While that seems so big, we are only one tiny 
bit that helps create the vast universe.
Lwive while you can for the universe doesn’t 
care about your imperfection, nor should you.

You should love every particle of your being,
for it holds you alive in this vast universe.
Each of our particles are meaningless alone, 
but together they create the storng, solid 
body that is you.
But don’t forget to take a step back, the 
mountains don’t care about your flaws, 
They only see you for you.

• Go abstract
• have audience make intereptation.
• voice over - not whole thing, balance with 

typography. hybrid.
• pacing!!!
• tone - calm, zen.

Verbal Analysis



Script
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Life is and then, it isn’t.
Like a fire, burn strong
Love every particle of your being,
for they give your body a soul
to express itself
The universe has the power,
not us.
Life doesn’t have the right answer,
only my answer.



Storyboard
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Type Study
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Life is and then, it isn’t.
Like a fire, burn strong
Love every particle of your being,
for they give your body a soul
to express itself
The universe has the power,
not us.
Life doesn’t have the right answer,
only my answer.

Life is and then, it isn’t.
Like a fire, burn strong
Love every particle of your being,
for they give your body a soul
to express itself
The universe has the power,
not us.
Life doesn’t have the right answer,
only my answer.

Life is and then, it isn’t.
Like a fire, burn strong
Love every particle of your being,
for they give your body a soul
to express itself
The universe has the power,
not us.
Life doesn’t have the right answer,
only my answer.

Life is and then, it isn’t.
Like a fire, burn strong
Love every particle of your being,
for they give your body a soul
to express itself
The universe has the power,
not us.
Life doesn’t have the right answer,
only my answer.

Life is and then, it isn’t.
Like a fire, burn strong
Love every particle of your being,
for they give your body a soul
to express itself
The universe has the power,
not us.
Life doesn’t have the right answer,
only my answer.

Tisa Sans ProBernina Sans

Bernino Sans

Ratio

Futura



Type Study Round 2
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Tisa Sans Lower Ratio RegularTisa Sans Upper

Ratio Medium Bernino Semibold Bernina Semibold



Verbal Analysis
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When looking for a typeface for this project I wanted something clean and When looking for a typeface for this project I wanted something clean and 
simple. This idea lead me to start with a San Serif. One thing I was keeping simple. This idea lead me to start with a San Serif. One thing I was keeping 
in mind was the atmosphere and the feelings I wanted the typography to in mind was the atmosphere and the feelings I wanted the typography to 
convey to the audience. I started off comparing upper case versus lower convey to the audience. I started off comparing upper case versus lower 
case. The harshness, projection and space created from the upper case was case. The harshness, projection and space created from the upper case was 
not giving me the proper feeling. I want the typography to accompany the not giving me the proper feeling. I want the typography to accompany the 
visuals not take over. I settled on lower case and decided to then explore the visuals not take over. I settled on lower case and decided to then explore the 
wights of the fonts.wights of the fonts.

Exploring the weights led me to keep the idea of contrast in mind. Again I did Exploring the weights led me to keep the idea of contrast in mind. Again I did 
not want the type to be the star of the frame but to be secondary. The Ratio not want the type to be the star of the frame but to be secondary. The Ratio 
regular seemed not to hold its own and was to thin in comparison with Ratio regular seemed not to hold its own and was to thin in comparison with Ratio 
semi-bold. The “f” in Ratio semi-bold seemed to have to long of an ascender semi-bold. The “f” in Ratio semi-bold seemed to have to long of an ascender 
that also did not align with its crossbar.that also did not align with its crossbar.

The Bernino and Bernina both in semi-bold have very similar features but the The Bernino and Bernina both in semi-bold have very similar features but the 
tittles are different. One is circular and one is square. With the concept of tittles are different. One is circular and one is square. With the concept of 
nature being a part of my film. I wanted to go with something that had more nature being a part of my film. I wanted to go with something that had more 
of an organic feel, so the circular tittle and periods were more attractive to of an organic feel, so the circular tittle and periods were more attractive to 
me. I think both of these are to heavy to use.me. I think both of these are to heavy to use.

So moving forward I am going to look for a slightly heavier weighted san serif So moving forward I am going to look for a slightly heavier weighted san serif 
regular, with a circular tittle and period.regular, with a circular tittle and period.



Type Study Round 2
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Agenda Regular CodecPro RegularFutura

Interstate Regular Trebutchet Regular Ubuntu Regular



Type Study Choice
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Life is and then, it isn’t.
Like a fire, burn strong
Love every particle of your being,
for they give your body a soul
to express itself
The universe has the power,
not us.
Life doesn’t have the right answer,
only my answer.

Futura Demi Futura Demi



Color Treatment Reference
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Polina Washington - https://www.behance.net/
polinawashington

Sebation Kortmann - https://www.behance.net/
SebastianKortmann

Sebation Kortmann - https://www.behance.net/
SebastianKortmann

Polina Washington - https://www.behance.net/
polinawashington

Polina Washington - https://www.behance.net/
polinawashington

Polina Washington - https://www.behance.net/
polinawashington



Color Treatment Reference
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Sebation Kortmann - https://www.behance.
net/SebastianKortmann

Sebation Kortmann - https://www.behance.
net/SebastianKortmann

Taking lots of color treatment refference from 
photographers Sebatian Kortmann and Polina 
Washington.

Using sunset colors and slght grain on film.

I want to go for a slightly yellow tone with an 
almost vintage feel.



Color Palette
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Style Frames
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Work Timeline
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• Week 1 - gather footage
• Weekend 1 - look through footage and choose what shots to use. decide if 

there are any other shots needed
• Week 2 - string together footage in rough cut
• Weekend 2 - Finish rough cut. Begin editing (coloring, transitions, etc.)
• Week 3 - Continue editing. Finish coloring footage(seemless overlays, filters, 

grains.), Finish up transition editing.
• Week 3 Weekend - Create vector assets or begin FBF.



Credits
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Grace Lawton

Music: migueleazy
Professors
Family
Friends


